The demands for reduction of noise, vibration and harshness in the vehicle are getting increased in these years. In order to achieve the demands, the most efficient way is to reduce the input to the vehicle body. There are many investigations of the dynamic response of tire and suspension systems for reduction of the input from road surface to the vehicle body. Earlier studies presented improvement of the spectrum of roadnoise by the adjustment of tire -wheel system's eigenvalue. Thus, it is important to consider how to control the natural frequencies. In this paper, we present a new tire -wheel model for the prediction of natural frequencies below 200Hz using three-dimensional tire ring -wheel cylinder model. The ring represents the tread including belt, the springs represents the tire sidewall stiffness and the cylinder represents the wheel including the tire bead. The equation of motion of lateral, longitudinal and radial vibration on the tread are derived based on the assumption of inextentional deformation. Many of the associated numerical parameters are identified from experimental tests. Unlike most ring models, which only consider radial, circumferential mode, the presented model also predicts lateral bending mode. Impact tests have been conducted to confirm the theoretical findings. The results show reasonable agreement with the predictions.
．これまで，Flexible ring モデルに ついては様々な研究がなされているが，そのほとんどが径方向および周方向振動に着目したものである (Tielking, 1965) (Lopes et al., 2007) (Alujevic et (a) 2 nd radial mode (102.5Hz) (b) 3 rd radial mode (126Hz) (c) 4 th radial mode (151Hz) Fig.3 The mode shapes on the resonance frequencies (excitation in the radial direction w, and the lateral, circumferential and radial sidewall stiffness Ky, K, and Kr, respectively. The followings are this wheel model's parameters: wheel radius Rw, width 2l, mass mw, mass density w and moment of inertia about r-axis rotation Iw. n n n n t r n n n n t n t n n t n 
